
   
 

 
 

December 25, 2020 – 10 Tevet, 5781 – Parashat Vayigash 

Dear TBE Family and Friends, 

One of the many hats I wore during my previous incarnation in Ithaca was that of freshman writing 
instructor (working under the tutelage of our very own Elliot Shapiro, then, as now, head of Cornell’s 
Writing in the Majors program!).  For a semester each year, I would lead first-year undergraduates 
through the process of polishing their expository prose, creating “opportunities” for them to craft – and 
redraft – a series of essays on select topics.   

While my pupils’ focus as they completed my assignments was typically on the subject matter itself, my 
emphasis as I guided and evaluated them was on the way in which they communicated their ideas.  It 
was my goal to help them find and then refine their authorial voice, in the process developing an 
awareness of the context in which they were writing.  Cultivating this awareness became an increasingly 
challenge over the years in the academy, as the advent of email and texts encouraged students to 
simply dash off their communications with more attention to the character count than to stylistic 
concerns. 

I continue to bemoan the effect of this trend in communications, less for its impact on literary aesthetics 
(though there is much to mourn on that front too), than for the disregard it has bred for an author’s 
readership.  Whereas the older, more formal media of communications encouraged writers to 
constantly assess who it was that they were writing for our current more casual approach to 
communications renders the recipient almost moot in the speaker’s eyes – and with this blindness come 
pitfalls far deeper than a mere aesthetic. 

In our interactions with others – spoken, as well as written – the substance of our communications is 
only a portion of what is being exchanged.  Conversations are also the basis of relationship-building and 
are a way of creating bonds between us as human beings.  So, while it it is clearly important that our 
ideas be expressed, clearly and impactfully, it is equally important that over the course of our exchanges 
with others – family members, coworkers, friends – we communicate to our interlocutors our care and 
concern for them as people, our respect for their points of view.  Our speech, Judaism tells us, is a 
vehicle for elevating the other – indeed, even for elevating God, and should be consciously employed in 
that fashion. 

  



   
 

 
 

This week’s Torah portion (Parashat Vayigash) opens with an interesting address by Judah, the third of 
Jacob’s sons, and his brother Joseph – whom Judah at that point knows only as the vizier of 
Egypt.  Preparing to confront Joseph over his abduction of Benjamin, Judah says “My Lord, I fear to 
address you, for speaking with you is like speaking with [the demi-god] Pharaoh.”  Judah’s appeal in 
these terms seems to open a door in Joseph’s psyche.  Having been invited to imagine himself in a God-
like role, he indeed rises to the occasion and responds to the brother he has thus far treated with 
contempt instead with compassion. 

There is, of course, no guarantee that we can effect a similar transformation in our audience by 
elevating our speech and the tone of our interactions more broadly, but at the very least, by doing so, 
we elevate ourselves and bring a Godliness into our conversations. 

Shabbat shalom, 

-- Rabbi Rachel Safman 

 


